UV and sunlight driven photoligation of quantum dots: understanding the photochemical transformation of the ligands.
We have recently reported that photoinduced ligation of ZnS-overcoated quantum dots (QDs) offers a promising strategy to promote the phase transfer of these materials to polar and aqueous media using multidentate lipoic acid (LA)-modified ligands. In this study we investigate the importance of the underlying parameters that control this process, in particular, whether or not photoexcited QDs play a direct role in the photoinduced ligation. We find that irradiation of the ligand alone prior to mixing with hydrophobic QDs is sufficient to promote ligand exchange. Furthermore, photoligation onto QDs can also be carried out simply by using sunlight. Combining the use of Ellman's test with matrix-assisted laser desorption/ionization and electrospray ionization mass spectrometry, we probe the nature of the photochemical transformation of the ligands. We find that irradiation (using either a UV photoreactor or sunlight) alters the nature of the disulfide groups in the lipoic acid, yielding a different product mixture than what is observed for chemically reduced ligands. Irradiation of the ligand in solution generates a mixture of monomeric and oligomeric compounds. Ligation onto the QDs selectively favors oligomers, presumably due to their higher coordination onto the metal-rich QD surfaces. We also show that photoligation using mixed ligands allows the preparation of reactive nanocrystals. The resulting QDs are coupled to proteins and peptides and tested for cellular staining. This optically controlled ligation of QDs combined with the availability of a variety of multidentate and multifunctional LA-modified ligands open new opportunities for developing fluorescent platforms with great promises for use in imaging and sensor design.